Look deeper. Seize the opportunity
Insurance
Global Investment and Innovation Incentives (Gi³)

Companies of all sizes can secure significant cash benefits from their innovation
activities through R&D tax relief. Making the claim is a compliance matter, but
preparing a claim correctly requires a thorough understanding of the company’s
underlying technological developments.
Today technology underpins every function
across the insurance ecosystem, from
client interaction, pricing and underwriting,
claims and servicing to managing risk.
Transformative forces are affecting the
insurance industry as InsureTech solutions
in the form of machine learning, predictive
analytics, distributed ledger and ‘big data’
are reshaping the value chain of brokers,
insurance and re-insurance organisations.
The pace of innovation and the opportunity
to disrupt is increasing; new firms are
entering the market with innovative
technology and business models and
incumbents need to transform legacy
platforms and solutions to survive.
The fact that building these new or
improved technical solutions, whether
through application development,
infrastructure improvement or integration
of commercial technologies, can be
eligible for R&D tax relief is however often
overlooked.
The task of preparing and justifying claims
often rests with the finance team, who
may not be familiar with the technology, or
possibly senior staff who are dealing with
conflicting demands.

Discussions with our clients show that
determining exactly which development
activities are eligible, where the
technological uncertainty ends, and which
costs can be included is extremely difficult
for anyone who does not have both an
understanding of the technology and the
experience of preparing and agreeing
multiple claims in the industry.
Also, the documentation required to
support the claim is very different from
the documents produced internally
on a project, and its preparation can
be time consuming for those who are
unfamiliar with the complexities of the
tax legislation. For a claim to be robust,
the documentation must highlight the
technological complexities faced, present
them in a way that a tax Inspector can
appreciate and also demonstrate a direct
link between those complexities and the
associated costs.
Even organisations with a history of
successful claims find that without regular
re-evaluation of their claim process are
often not taking full advantage of the
benefits they are entitled to.

Deloitte has a specialist team that includes
a group of highly qualified IT professionals.
Together their combined insurance sector
experience and knowledge of compiling
and agreeing claims for brokers and agents,
underwriters, general insurers and life
assurance amounts to over 50 years.
Our R&D specialists are sited within the
UK’s major Financial Services clusters,
allowing us to leverage local industry
knowledge with our “best in class” tax
practices to help our clients benefit from
this regime.

Activities likely to qualify as R&D
InsureTech solutions across the value chain are often challenged by performance,
and scale and must operate within strict security, data confidentiality and regulatory
constraints. These frequently result in significant technological uncertainty requiring R&D
to resolve. Examples of eligible activities we have successfully claimed include.

Delivering accelerated workflow, transaction and business processing
capabilities, brokering connections with external partners systems

Implementing increasingly complex risk models and pricing engines,
reserving and fraud detection solutions

Integrating advanced analytics, multiple data models and interfaces
from internal and external systems, transforming legacy environments

Delivering integrated mobile applications and telematics; customer
and claim management systems

Enhance capabilities such as data warehouses and lakes to manage
information resources

Complying with enhanced UK and EU regulatory requirements and
compliance, protecting data confidentiality and integrity

Improving operational efficiency, adopting virtualisation, streamlining
network communications and enhancing resilience and failover.

The Deloitte difference
In addition to assisting with R&D tax relief our market leading team can also assist with Patent Box benefits, accelerated tax depreciation
on capital assets and the identification and securing of UK and EU grants. We understand the global dynamics that affect the funding of
your investment and innovation strategy. The Gi³ process ensures that we can efficiently acquire an understanding of your business and
identify the grants and incentives opportunities that may apply.

Global reach
Gi3 helps you see all the possibilities by
identifying incentive opportunities available
to your company worldwide.
Technology at the centre
Leverage technology for operational
efficiency and to gain a clear vision of
relevant opportunities.
Industry experience
Gi3 practitioners globally know and
understand your industry, your business
language, and your technology language.

Lifecycle view
Each incentive must be considered in the
context of the investment and innovation
lifecycle to realise the full financial and
commercial benefit.

Thought leadership
Governments across the globe seek the
insights of Deloitte people to help in the
development and design of their own
incentive policies.

Leveraging the ecosystem
Innovation does not happen in a vacuum.
Connecting with the relevant government
bodies and research institutes will propel
your innovation capability. Deloitte helps
you build winning relationships.

Total perspective
Deloitte’s broad range of specialised
services are available to help you consider
the impact of incentives on your wider tax,
financial, and commercial activities so you
can further enhance and accelerate your
business opportunities.

Technology continues to play a key role in the insurance sector with complex technical
challenges being solved as companies strive to facilitate an advantage in ultra-competitive
markets, and/or to reduce the costs of regulatory compliance. As with any project,
companies want the best return on their R&D investment and claiming the R&D tax relief
can make these investments more cost-effective.
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We believe that business needs to innovate to grow, and by harnessing our passion
for technology, we help our clients receive appropriate reward for their innovation
activities.
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